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**Topic:** Are all directors threatened equally? Evidence from director replacement following opportunistic insider selling

**Abstract:** In this paper, we examine how opportunistic insider selling among board directors affects their chances of being removed from the board. Using institutional theory we predict that director opportunistic insider selling behavior is positively associated with their likelihood of being removed from the board, but that certain types of directors are likely to be treated more leniently. Using a sample of 11,418 directors in 2,280 firms from 2005 to 2014, we indeed find that opportunistic selling by individual directors is associated with an increased rate of turnover for some directors, but not all. Directors who are especially valuable to the board or costly to replace seem to be able to insulate themselves from an increased likelihood of turnover. Interestingly, public scrutiny seems to offset this differential treatment of directors engaging in opportunistic insider selling, as we only observe the above-mentioned differences in disciplinary turnover in smaller firms. Overall, results suggest that (i) the consequences of director opportunism are not equal for all, and (ii) public scrutiny is an important factor in director punishment for misbehavior.